Note: The pages we used from an original document are listed first. The actual number of zeroxed pages it worked out to be after cutting and pasting, are listed second, in parentheses.

I. SUMMARIZING EXPERIENCE


4) The Sum Up of the WSG: An Outline Proposal, LAWG cadre, 10/31/75, (2 pgs.).

II. INVESTIGATION OF THE FACTS AND MAKING STUDY A HABIT

5) Study Questions for Week #2 - Investigation and Study, by D (cadre), (1 pg.).

6) Investigation and Study, Chapter 23, "Quotations from Mao Tse-Tung", (1).

7) Oppose Book Worship - Excerpts, Mao, sections 1-5, 7, (4).

8) A Correct Attitude to Study: Ho Chi Minh's 5 Principles for Integrating Theory with Practice (our title), excerpts from "Speech Opening the 1st Theoretical Course of Nguyen Ai Quoc School", Ho Chi Minh, 9/7/75, in "Ho Chi Minh - Selected Articles and Speeches, 1920-1967", by Jack Woodis, pgs. 110-112, (used previously in LAWG's "How to Learn Marxism/Leninism" study packet), (1).

9) Praise of Learning, poem by Bertolt Brecht, (3/2 pg.).

10) The Importance of Theory, section of "Foundations of Leninism", Stalin, pgs. 28-29, (2).


12) Summary of Lenin's "Tasks of the Youth Leagues", D (cadre), (4).

13) Report on Use of Propaganda at the Workplace - revised version, an LAWG cadre, 1/27/75, (16), (used because methods of propaganda in the paper are similar to methods of study used in the WSG, and because several WSG members were beginning to do propaganda themselves).


15) 11 Principles for How to Use Propaganda and Rescuing Education from the Influence of the Ruling Class, LAWG cadre, (1).

16) Gathering the Facts for the Sum-Up of the WSG, R (cadre), 11/6/75, (1).

17) Problems & Facts of WSG: Sum-Up Procedures, R (WSG member), 11/16/75. (1).

18) My Short Sum Up, L (member), (1).

19) Sum Up Thinking (our title), S (member), (3).

20) Facts to be Mentioned in the Sum Up, C (member), 11/25, (2).

21) Study Habits, S (member), (2).

22) How I Did in the First Parts of the WSG (our title), S (member), (1).

III. THE WOMAN QUESTION

23) Questions for Summing Up the Woman Question, LAWG cadre, (1).

24) Breaking Some Ground on Childcare, K (cadre), (3).

25) How We See Childcare with R Now, K (cadre), (1).
26) Woman Question, A (member), (1).
27) Practices in the Women's Question, A (member), (1).
28) Conversation with D about Why She Left the Group, C (member), (1).
29) Especially Good Articles, L (member), (1).
30) On Childcare, L (member), (1).
31) Three Questions on the Woman Question, L (member), (1).

IV. STRUGGLE WITH A MEMBER/CADERE WHO RESIGNED

32) The Workers' Study Group, J, 1 pg. excerpt from "Letter of Resignation to the LAWG", (1).
33) Revisionism is a Direct Product of the Bourgeois World Outlook and Its Influence, section from "Training Successors for the Revolution is the Party's Strategic Task", by An Tzu-wen, pgs. 2-8, (old Chinese pamphlet currently out of print), with an introductory quote from "Marxism and Revisionism", Lenin, (2).
37) L's Response to J's Writings on the WSG, L (member), (1).

V. DEVELOPING A CORRECT ATTITUDE TOWARDS ONESELF

38) Developing a Correct Attitude Towards Oneself, D (cadre), 1/16/76, (4).
40) Maxims for Revolutionaries-The Three Constantly Read Articles, "Peking Review #2", 1/6/67, (2).
42) On Revolutionary Morality, excerpts from same essay, Ho Chi Minh, Selected Writings, pgs. 195-208, (3).
43) Bourgeois Individualism vs. the Individual under Socialism (our title), excerpts from "Socialism and the Individual", M.D. Kammari, pgs. 9-13, 15-17, 29-36, 48-50, (4).
44) Petty-Bourgeois (our title), (3) pgs. of excerpts from:
   a) "The 18th Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte", Marx, pgs. 50-51.
   b) "Revolution in Guinea", Amilcar Cabral, pgs. 109-110.
   f) "Excerpts", letter to IW by D (cadre), 1/8/73.
   g) "Central Committee Resolution on Strengthening the Party Spirit", pg. 158, "Mao's China - Party Reform Documents", Compton.
VI. LEADERSHIP

53) Materials to Study in Order to Evaluate the Leadership of the WSG, D (cadre), 1/21/76, (1).
54) Analysis of the Leadership of the WSG, D (cadre), 2/11/76, (9).
56) Self-Evaluation of R's Role in Leadership of the WSG, R (cadre), 2/9/76, (5).
57) Self-Evaluation of K's Leadership in the WSG, K (cadre), 2/20/76, (5).
60) Apply the Method of One Dividing Itself into Two to the Advanced Comrades to Make Them Even More Advanced, section from "Materialist Dialectics Helps Fighter Make Ideological Progress", Chen Chin-yuan, pgs. 50-55, (2), (also in WSG materials on dialectical materialism).
61) Selection, Promotion and Allocation of Cadres, section from "On Organization," Stalin, pgs. 20-21, (1).
65) Three Types of Assistance in the Class Struggle, excerpt from "Draft and Explanation of a Programme for the Social-Democratic Party", Lenin, CW, Vol. II, pgs. 112-114, 116-117, (1), (also used in WSG study session on classes and class struggle).

Supplementary materials for some WSG members who went to LAWG study sessions on "What is to be Done?":
67) Questions for Evaluation of "What is to be Done? Study in the LAWG, K (cadre), (1).
68) What I Got Out of the LAWG - What to be Done #2, I (member), (1).
VII. THE OVERALL PICTURE — PARTY-BUILDING

69) The Overall Picture, D (cadre), 2/27/76, (3).
70) Proletarians and Communists, section from "The Communist Manifesto", Marx and Engels, pgs. 22, (1)
72) Six Features of the Leninist Party (our title), the August 29th Movement's (ATM) summary of the section on "The Party" from Stalin's "Foundations of Leninism", (2).

VIII. A REVIEW OF MARXIST VOCABULARY

77) Vocabulary from the Marxist Glossary We Should Now be Familiar With, D (cadre), Definitions of the following terms were excerpted from the "Marxist Glossary" by L. Harry Gould, and then added to and strengthened in discussion: "agitation, Bolsheviks, bourgeoisie, cadre, capitalism, class, class consciousness, class struggle, communism, communist party, conditions (of the toilers), contradiction, criticism (and self-criticism), dialectical materialism, dialectics, dictatorship, discipline, economic determinism, economism, feminism, finance-capital, historical materialism, idealism, ideology, imperialism, internationalism, Leninism, lumpen-proletariat, Marxism, materialism, materialist conception of history, metaphysics, middle class, mode of production, monopoly, objective, petty bourgeoisie, political economy, politics, primitive communism, production (mode, means, instruments, relations, etc.), proletariat, propaganda, putsch, reformism, revisionists, revolution, revolutionary crisis, right (rightwing), sectarianism, socialism, state, subjective, theory, vanguard."

Supplementary materials on the Lumpen-proletariat in response to member's interest:

78) Lumpen-proletariat, a page of short definitions from #1's 79 & 81 (below), and the "Marxist Glossary", L. Harry Gould, (1)
79) Contradictions in the U.S. and Where the Lumpen-proletariat Fits In (our title), excerpts from the Unity Statement of the August 29th Movement, May, 1971, pgs. 36-7, 41, 52-3, 70-72, (3).
80) The Lumpenproletariat and the Revolutionary Youth Movement, Bruce Franklin, Red Papers #2, Bay Area Revolutionary Union, approximately 1970, pgs. 28-34, (7).
81) Class Analysis: United States in the 1970's, excerpts, by Judah Hill, table of contents and pgs. 84-87, 1975, (5).
IX. PARTY BUILDING, THE WORKER’S STUDY GROUP, AND THE LOS ANGELES WORK GROUP

82) Party Building, the Workers Study Group and the Los Angeles Work Group, D (cadre), 4/15/76, (6).
84) LAWG and Two Line Struggle in Arriving at a Correct Focus on Advanced Workers, Expansion Committee (EC), excerpts, (2).
85) The RU Defines an Advanced Worker, excerpts, pgs. 7-8 of Red Papers #5, by the RU, (1).
86) Who is an 'Advanced' Worker?, Aileen Armstrong, excerpts as they appeared in the 9/18/74 Guardian, from "An Analysis of the Revolutionary Union's Incorrect Line on Party Building", (2).
87) Lenin's Two-Line Struggle with the Economists (our title), excerpts from "Lenin's Fight Against Revisionism and Opportunism", Cheng Yen-shih, Peking, 1965, pgs. 11-17, (2).
88) At the Crossroads: Why Winning the Advanced Workers to Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tse-Tung Thought is So Important (our title), pgs. 27-28 of workers Viewpoint, May, 1975, (1).
89) Why We Need a 'New' Communist Party, BWC, pgs. 33, 37-39 of "The Black Liberation Struggle, the Black Workers Congress, and Proletarian Revolution", (2).
91) Roadblocks to Building a New Communist Party, Irwin Silber, Guardian, 12/10/75, (1).

Supplementary Materials during the last part of the Sum Up:

94) Capitalism Spins Web to Hold the People, from the Australian Communist #3, (2), on buying a house, in response to members, cadre and LAWG cadre buying houses.
97) Honoring Malcolm X on his Birthday, D (cadre), 5/8/76, (1).
98) Malcolm X - Learn from Him, Dare to Struggle, Dare to Win, from "Palente", Vol. 6, No. 2, Feb9-Mar 9, 1976, by the Puerto Rican Revolutionary Workers Organization (ARRWO), (1).

X. ON CONTRADICTION, ESPECIALLY PRINCIPAL CONTRADICTION

102) A List of Contradictions in WSG, from "Draft Outline of Sum-up of WSG", LAWG cadre, (1).

103) Sources of Contradictions Within the Party, excerpts from essay of same name by J.V. Stalin, "Selected Works", pg. 212, (also passed out in section "Struggle with a Member/Cadre Who Resigned"), (1).


106) Stalin on Contradictions, sections from "History of the CPSU-B", Stalin, Fgs. 109-111, (2), previously studied in WSG section on dialectical materialism.


108) Mao's Contributions to Dialectics (our title), excerpts from "Revolution and Evolution in the Twentieth Century", James and Grace Lee Boggs, pg. 133, (1).


111) The Vietnamese Figure Out Their Main Problem (our title), excerpts from "The August Revolution", Truong Chinh, (1).


XI. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE FUTURE


115) How to Be a Communist Party Member, "Ch'en Yun, Mao's China: Party Reform Documents, 1942-44", pgs. 88-107, (10).